Jupiter lightning
bolt instructions

✄

Print out the lightning bolt
template, which has been split
over two pages. Join the two
parts together and glue them on
to card. Cut them out to create
your prop!

GLUE HERE

✄

Diana mask
instructions
Print out the mask template and
glue it on to card. Cut the mask
and eye holes out to create your
prop. Attach string or elastic to
the mask and place over face.
Strike a pose!

✄

Jupiter mask
instructions
Print out the mask template and
glue it on to card. Cut the mask
and eye holes out to create your
prop. Attach string or elastic to
the mask and place over face.
Strike a pose!

✄

Diana bow and
arrow instructions

✄

Print out the bow and arrow
template, which has been split
over two pages. Join the two
parts together and glue them on
to card. Cut them out to create
your prop!

GLUE HERE

GLUE HERE

✄

✄

✄

STEP

1

HOW TO
MAKE A
TOGA

Preferably use 6
yards (5.5 metres)
of white fabric

A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE FOR GIRLS

Place the sheet under your arms and wrap it around
your body. The sheet should ideally be knee length.

STEP

STEP

2

3

Make sure there’s
enough fabric to
tie it at the back

Try to have two
layers here!

Wrap the sheet around your body twice so you have
two layers of fabric.

Gather the remaining fabric and then twist it to make
a rope that you wrap around your waist.

STEP

STEP

5

4

REVERSE
VIEW

Make sure this is
tight so your toga
doesn’t sag!

Why not
use a belt to
accessorise
your toga?

Now bring the rope you’ve created up over your
shoulder and tie it to your waist rope.

Tie the rope into a knot and then wrap it around the
back of your waist to secure it.

STEP

1

HOW TO
MAKE A
TOGA

You’ll need
around 6 yards
(5.5 metres) of
white fabric

A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE FOR BOYS

Place the sheet around your body. The sheet you
use should ideally be around knee length.

STEP

STEP

2

3

Try to have two
layers here!

Wrap the sheet around your body twice so you
have two layers of fabric.

STEP

Make sure the
shoulder strap is
nice and tight!

Now wrap the sheet around your back and up over
your left shoulder.

STEP

4

5

Secure the
front and
back corners
together
Use a safety
pin to hold the
material in place

Tie the front and back corners of the sheets together.
You can also secure them with a safety pin.

Use a safety pin to secure the material in place along
your waist and shoulder.

